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“ProFinish was very good for cutting in and no brush marks left, also very good paint 
holding ie lots of paint pick up, leading to less dips in the paint kettle this was using 
Dulux White Emulsion. No bristle loss, very good paint pick up and excellent finish 
achieved with Dulux Trade water based Quick Dry Gloss. The brush was easy to clean 
out with no shape loss”
— Peter Doyle, Technical Training Consultant – Dulux



“We (the Lucas team) have been trialling the ProTools brushes, through their 
evolution on our sites and have been very impressed with the performance and the 
way our comments and test data have structured the progression and overall final 
development of the ProFinish. It is a very high end brush that cuts in nicely and cleans 
amazingly well. After wearing in the brush after a weeks daily use, it really moulds 
itself to the way you paint and provides a superior finish, one that we at Lucas and our 
clients require”
- Yan George, Operations Director (Painting Division), Lucas



“I was introduced to ProTools by Zoffany and I must say this brush is truly stunning, 
the curved lines and way it sits in your hand is something I have never seen before in a 
paintbrush, that along with the whole boxed set really makes it stand out from the 
competition – it has taken the paintbrush to a whole new level”
– Clare Bayne, Collingwood Bayne Designs



When I first saw the ProFinish brush in all its glory I knew I just had to have it. The way 
it was packaged it just oozed quality. Now having used it with various vinyl matts, 
Crown clean extreme, Farrow & Ball Estate emulsion & eggshell, I found it performed 
the way a brush should, it was easy to manipulate when cutting in and lays off 
superbly.

The handle sits very nicely into your hand and the ferrule which is a fantastic looking 
piece of engineering just finishes the brush off.

The Chinex blended bristles let the paint leave the brush with ease. This is also the 
case when cleaning. This brush is the easiest and quickest I have ever washed out. 
There was no bristle or shape loss when cleaning and the comb helps with the speed 
of the process. You then put it into its protective case and it is perfect for your next 
use, which will not be long as to produce quality you need tools of quality.

So this brush will be your first choice.



Endorsed by Zoffany Paints




